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ŽůůŝŵĂƚŝŶŐĂEĞǁƚŽŶŝĂŶdĞůĞƐĐŽƉĞ
Point the telescope at a star with medium brightness (Polaris is a good idea) and use an
eyepiece with approx. 100x - 150x power. Defocus the star slightly. If you see a pattern like
shown in picture A), everything is okay and a collimation is not necessary.
If you see a pattern similar to picture B), a collimation should be performed.
A) Good
collimation

B) Bad
collimation

Tipp: If you defocus stronger, the secondary mirror can be seen as a dark shadow inside the defocused star. If this disc is
concentric, everything is okay (coarse test). For a precise collimation, choose a night with steady air with good seeing
conditions. The stars may not flicker.
Focuse

The design of a Newtonian telescope is simple. In its front end, secondary mirror and focuser are
placed; at the back end, the main mirror with cell is located. Both mirrors are mounted in
adjustable cells; with these two cells, the whole telescope is collimated.

The secondary mirror has three collimation screws; the central screw holds the mirror cell.
The primary mirror has three pairs of collimation and counter screws. Some Newtonians have a
protective plate behind their mirror; this plate has to be removed before collimation.

Primary mirror

Seconda

Main mirror

Counter
screw

Collimation
screw
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IUJYDV WM TGN FZIH[ TGNL FDSDKPGOD IK HD\DLFZDSDKK UIKJSIYHDQX TGN UJT ODLMGLU FZD MGSSGEIHY FDKF]
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Main mirror clamps

Point the telescope to an evenly lit surface (NEVER at the sun!) and look
through the focuser without eyepiece. Ignore internal reflections and the spider
vanes.
By turning the collimation screws carefully, the secondary mirror is brought
exactly in the middle. This is seen best by the three holding clamps of the main
mirror.

Ignore internal reflections

The picture on the right shows the situation with collimated secondary mirror.

The three primary mirror clamps can bee seen at the same time. The secondary is
now pointing at the primary mirror directly. The spider vanes seem to be offaxis; this will be corrected in the following step.
Situation with adjusted secondary

  
After the secondary has been adjusted, we now collimate the primary
mirror with its three collimation screws.
First, loosen the counter screws. By turning the collimation screws
slowly, you see which side has to be worked at.
This process is easier if someone helps you, even with bigger
Newtonians. Then you only have to observe and comment the
appearing changes.

The reflected image of the secondary is
brought into the middle

After the reflected image of the secondary has been centered, carefully
thighten the counter screws. Turning them by hand is sufficient; if too
much tension is applied, the mirror cell might be bended.
Now the collimation is done. In steady air, the maximum performance
of your telescope can be used!
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